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Restoration Options - Potential Restoration Measures for the Piazza Fountain 

Introduction 

While this paper falls far short of an actual specification of the works required to renovate the listed Piazza 

Fountain, by systematically describing the known restoration options, it is intended to help:- 

1) Lost Art and any other contractors to determine such a specification,  

2) Liverpool City Council as the local planning authority to determine what measures, particularly regarding 

health and safety, that they require for listed building consent, and   

3) Merseyside Civic Society and the other stakeholders backing the campaign, to determine which particular 

restoration measures they would like to see implemented of the various potential options. 

The current draft updates and builds on a number of previous papers, as well as on the survey and restoration 

report by Industrial Heritage Consulting (IHC)1.  While comprehensive, detailed and very informative, the latter is, 

in the author’s opinion, not wholly satisfactory with respect to a few of their renovation proposals. This draft puts 

forward several alternative solutions for consideration.  As well as requiring building expertise, some of the 

restoration options, once agreed upon, will need to be further developed by a qualified engineer or industrial 

designer.  However, it is believed that all the options discussed and illustrated are broadly feasible in principle. 

In the longer term, the fixed seating which formed part of Richard Huws’ original fountain complex, but was 

removed in the 1997-2000 re-landscaping, should be reinstated2.  However, due to the leasehold of the piazza 

now being in private ownership, there is a strong case for strictly confining any current restoration work solely to 

the remaining Government listed structures of (A) the actual fountain, (B) the pump room equipment and lighting, 

(C) the receiving pool and (D) the two viewing platforms. This paper therefore seeks to cover comprehensively 

the potential restoration options for the different components of these four main elements. 

A. THE ACTUAL FOUNTAIN 

This comprises a base frame/manifold which distributes water to 7 vertical bronze supply pipes, from which 14 

smaller stainless-steel hoppers are cantilevered at varying heights.  These revolve on horizontal axles/supply 

pipes, while 6 larger hoppers each span between two of the verticals again at different heights. (This section 

excludes the remainder of the circulatory system feeding the manifold and including the pump etc., this being 

dealt with later on in the paper.)  As with the renewal of other large, listed fountains, IHC recommend that all the 

components of the actual fountain be dismantled and removed for full restoration before then being returned and 

reassembled in the restored receiving pool.3 

1. The Base Frame and Vertical Supports 

1.0 Existing conditions 

A 1967 newspaper photograph4 showing the installation of the hoppers, reveals the flanged, probably mild steel5, 

base frame of the fountain, comprising a manifold with pipes connecting the bases of each of the 7 vertical supply 

pipes (Figure 1.1).  It is clear that Richard Huws had no intention of this base frame being seen, having a pool 

depth of over 16 inches and creating waves and white water in the pool through which the 7 vertical supports of 

the fountain simply emerged (Figure 1.2).  

 

Figure 1.1: Base frame/manifold of fountain, 1967         Figure 1.2: Fountain on opening day – May 1967 
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Probably to strengthen the fountain and protect the manifold, this frame was later encased in concrete6, with a 

two-tiered square block now forming the base of each vertical support pipe.  Even after this modification and after 

the water depth was drastically lowered in 2000, the bases still remained comparatively inconspicuous being a 

grey colour which matched the grey of the vertical pipes above (Figure 1.3).   

Subsequently, however, the base frame has been further covered in some unknown waterproofing material, 

variously suggested to be fibreglass7 or asphalt8, which in 2018 was coloured bright blue and has now slumped in 

places (Figure 1.4).  Consequently, combined with the current water depth of only some 4 inches, the base frame 

of the fountain is now highly visible - in stark contrast to Richard Huws’ original intention and design.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.3: Base after 1997-2000 re-landscaping                 Figure 1.4: Current condition – August 2021  

1.1 Restoration of the base frame and vertical supports 

To dismantle the fountain for its full restoration, the new outer covering finish and the concrete encasing the base 

frame will first need to be removed.  Once removed, the manifold and vertical supply pipes can be dismantled and 

then thoroughly cleaned both inside and out to remove any limescale etc.  IHC recommend that the latter be also 

polished and applied with two epoxy clear coats to aid in the longevity of the finish.9 

Existing small holes and projecting spindles apparent in the sides of the square bases (Figure 1.4) suggest that 

these may each house a key turned stopcock enabling water from each vertical supply to be separately turned on 

or off.  If so, it is suggested that these should be retained and, if not, introduced to enable individual sections to be 

shut down for maintenance purposes without the need to close down the whole fountain 

IHC recommend that rather than re-encasing the base, the stability of the 7 vertical supporting pipes should be 

strengthened with a more elegant solution using SAE 316L grade stainless steel10, sometimes referred to as 

marine grade stainless steel11 .  However, as well as providing a firm base for the 7 vertical supports, arguably the 

main aim of any further modification of the base frame/manifold should be to restore its low profile and 

inconspicuous grey colour such that it is again virtually invisible below the restored deeper water depth.   

2. The Appearance of the Hoppers 

2.0 Existing conditions 

The current large amount of leakage from the stainless-steel hoppers or ‘buckets’ is seriously detracting from both 

the fountain’s appearance and performance, being unsightly and spoiling the otherwise unexpected, random 

timing of the cascades, as well as significantly extending their tipping frequency above those originally designed.   

Being manufactured from good quality stainless steel12 and having a Tufnol laminated resin based sleeve the 

overall condition of the 20 revolving hoppers remains very good.  However, some hoppers, particularly the larger 

ones around the once purely rectangular ‘mouth’, have become bent and distorted (Figure 2.1).  Their surface is 

also now dull and often stained, compared to their original pristine and shiny condition (Figure 2.2).  

2.1 Restoring the appearance of the hoppers 

A well as dealing with the leakage problems, therefore, all such hoppers need carefully restoring to their original 

shape.  As recommended by IHC’s restoration report13, they also all require a thorough clean and polishing, 

possibly using acetone as originally used to clean the hoppers in 1967 by Cammell Laird, prior to their initial 

assembly14. 
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Figure 2.1: Bent, distorted and stained hopper                  Figure 2.2:  Hoppers in May 1967  

3. The Bearings and Leakages from the Smaller Hoppers 

3.0 Existing conditions 

On the 14 smaller cantilevered hoppers, the main leakage appears mainly due to the wearing down of the bronze 

axle/supply pipes and bronze fittings securing the hoppers on the axle, allowing water to leak out between the 

axle and surrounding ‘Tufnol’ sleeve and around the fittings (as shown in blue on Figure 3.1).  While the bronze 

axles have become badly worn with the constant revolving of the hoppers, the surrounding ‘Tufnol’ sleeves show 

little or no signs of wear15.  Tufnol has the ability to be effectively lubricated with water16, and this is thought to be 

the reason why Richard Huws chose this material for the moving part of the hopper bearings. 

Figure 3.1: Sections through hopper bearings showing possible leakage points 

As well as the main leakage between the worn bronze axle and Tufnol sleeve, the smaller hoppers may also now 

be leaking at other points (as shown in red on Figure 3.1 and in the last photograph in Figure 3.2), that is 

possibly:-   

a)  between the stainless-steel ring welded into the side of the revolving hopper and the similarly revolving 

projecting 'Tufnol' sleeve. 

b)  between the removeable bronze half round fixings and the fixed bronze ring to which they are screwed. 

c)  between where the two half round fittings butt together when screwed in place, and/or 

d)  between the bronze ring and the bronze axle/supply pipe to which they are fixed.  
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Figure 3.2a: Worn bronze axle/supply pipe and (b) potential leakage points around fixings 

3.1 Restoration options from the smaller hoppers 

Firstly, any additional leakage at points (a), (b), (c) and (d) above, where there is no differential movement 

between the components, needs to be fully sealed, for example, by re-welding, gluing or with the installation of a 

thin neoprene gasket between the components. 

To eliminate or further minimise the main leakage from the bearings, it is likely that all the worn bronze axles will 
need to be replaced, as advised by IHC17, with new horizontal supply pipes of the same diameters.  Ideally, the 
worn axles need to be replaced using a material that is more wear-resistant than the current material used, but 
which can still bear the heavy weight of the stainless-steel hoppers when full (which Tufnol tubing probably 

cannot) and can preferably still be welded to the existing bronze verticals supply pipes.  If replaced with bronze as 

before then the axles would need to be coated in carbon-based Graphene18, but this solution could be 
prohibitively expensive. 

a)   Restoration of the original design. 

The aim of replacing the bronze axles would be to restore the gap between the axle and the surrounding Tufnol 

sleeve to a minimum commensurate with the hoppers freely revolving.  The new axles could either be re-welded 

to the existing verticals or, as proposed by the IHC report19, screwed to the verticals to allow for their occasional 

removal to facilitate maintenance (Figure 3.3). 

Figure 3.3: New wear-resistant axle/supply pipe screwed to existing vertical 

The escape route for the water (as shown by the blue line above) is already fairly long and tortuous, after all other 

possible leakage points have been sealed.  Consequently, greasing the axles and the projecting Tufnol sleeve 

with one of the thicker varieties of waterproof marine grade grease20, designed to provide a water barrier and 

prevent washout, should go a long way to minimising the main leakage.  Removing the securing half-round fittings 
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and hoppers to expose and grease the axles would probably need to be repeated, at least, annually to maintain 

sufficient grease to minimise the leakage. However, the fountain is known to have leaked from its very earliest 

days21 and to totally eliminate the leakage, more major modifications are likely to be needed to the original 

design.   

b) Solution suggested by Richard Huws 

This suggestion was first explored in some detail in Appendix A to the main historical report on the Piazza 

Fountain.22  However, with more precise information on how the hoppers are constructed now available, this 

potential solution has been updated and is summarised below. 

In early 1979, Richard Huws’ had suggested an ingenious solution to the leakage problem for the cantilevered 

hoppers in his proposed fountain for the Harvey Centre, Harlow.23   Although never built, this was his seventh and 

final commissioned project to use tipping hoppers and appears to be appropriately his most sophisticated design.  

As indicated by his working drawing24 (Figure 3.4 with the author’s-coloured highlights), he proposed welding a 

screw fitting to the end of the hopper sleeve which then screwed onto the end of the fixed axle/supply pipe.  

As labelled on his working drawing, this screw fitting was designed to prevent any major lateral movement of the 
hopper but generated a very small lateral shift as the hopper swivelled through 90 degrees to re-right itself.   This 
small shift appears to have been utilised to tighten the opposite end of the sleeve against the nib on the inner 
tube, to prevent any leakage at this point as the upright hopper fills, and conversely to loosen and break this seal 
when the hopper finally tips when full. 

Figure 3.4: RH’s working drawing of hopper for fountain for the Harvey Centre, Harlow 

Albeit having a different hopper shape, the bearing comprising a sleeve revolving around a fixed axle/supply pipe 

was essentially the same in the Harlow design as in the previous Liverpool fountain.  Thus, Richard Huws’ ‘screw’ 

device could be equally applied to the renovation of the Piazza Fountain (as illustrated in Figure 3.5).   

In this proposed modification, as well as welding a new screw fitting to the inside of the hopper, which would 

screw into the end of the new axle/supply pipe, the projecting end of the Tufnol sleeve would be replaced by a 

stainless-steel ‘disc’ welded to the other side of the hopper.  This would be manufactured in 316L stainless steel, 

this grade being recommended by IHC for all new stainless steel parts and replacements for existing worn and 

corroded  fixings25.  

With the hopper in the vertical position, the latter would butt up tightly to a replaceable nitrile rubber V-ring or 

similar circular seal held firmly in place by two half-round fittings screwed to a new ring fitting welded to the axle 

close to the vertical supporting supply pipe.  The latter three fittings would replace the existing three bronze 

fittings which currently hold the smaller hoppers in place and could be of virtually identical size and external 

appearance.   
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Figure 3.5: Modification of smaller hoppers based on RH’s Harlow design 

As soon as the hopper starts to tip, the seal holding back any premature leakage would be broken, as the hopper 

moves marginally away from the vertical due to the action of the screw fitting at the end of the axle. Conversely, 

as the hopper then re-rights itself, it would move marginally back along the axle to re-establish the seal while the 

hopper is again filling with water.  (This is illustrated in more detailed in Figure 3.6.) 

Figure 3.6: Detailed vertical and horizontal sections showing action of screw fitting 

Richard Huw’s Harlow fountain was designed for an internal shopping mall which would be locked at night. To 

prevent the hoppers of the Piazza Fountain being simply unscrewed and removed by vandals, the suggested 

design includes a security bolt screwed through a metal collar set in the hopper sleeve, the end of which projects 

into a groove running over a quarter of a way around the new fixed axle.  As well as stopping the hoppers being 

fully unscrewed wrongfully, this would have the additional advantage of preventing the hoppers over-rotating and 

getting stuck upside down, as occasionally occurs with the existing design.26  This measure could also be applied 

to the other options. 

c) Solution suggested by Industrial Heritage Consulting 

Early on in our discussions, James Mitchell, of Industrial Heritage Consulting (IHC), had suggested that to stop 

the leakage from the fountain, labyrinth seals might be applied.27   He did not elaborate on what type of labyrinth 

seals would be appropriate at the time or subsequently in IHC’s interim restoration report, but Figure 3.7 indicates 

how such seals might conceivably be applied. 
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Figure 3.7: Typical labyrinth seal and its possible application to the hoppers28 

For the smaller hoppers with the continuous sleeves, the revolving part of the ring seal would need to be similarly 

welded to the side wall of the hopper nearest the vertical supply pipe, while the static part was welded to the 

adjacent fixed axle. The integral greasing point/nipple would allow the labyrinth and axle to be pressure injected 

with marine grade grease, without the need to remove the hopper. As in the previous solution, to avoid unwanted 

lateral movement of the hoppers and its over-rotation, a security bolt screwed through the hopper sleeve 

projecting into a groove running around the new fixed axle could be provided.  Again this bolt would be simply 

unscrewed from the sleeve should the hopper need to be removed from the axle.  

Figure 3.8: Possible application of a labyrinth seal to a smaller hopper.  

d) Solution suggested by JPS Restoration 

As a result of an injury and pressure of other work, IHC employed JPS Restoration to undertake the survey of the 

fountain and to draft the bulk of the restoration report.  The latter did not develop IHC’s initial suggestion of using 

labyrinth seals, but instead proposed replacing the existing hopper bearings with two pre-greased ball bearing 

cartridges with nitrile rubber seals for both the larger and smaller hoppers.29  The precise details of the proposal 

are not clear from the report, but from determining how such cartridges are used for the bearings of boat trailer 

axles (which are also designed to work when immersed in water) the following Figure 3.9 is suggested.   

The ball bearing cartridges are normally pressure fitted in place, so it is proposed that the existing rings that are 

welded into the sides of the hoppers be replaced with a flanged stainless-steel hub specifically designed to house 

these cartridges and that a similar new hub be welded to the opposite inside face of the hopper. The outer casing 

of the sealed cartridges is thus held firmly to the revolving hubs by pressure. The inner casing could be held on 

the fixed axles by a fitting that screwed into the end of the axle and pressed firmly on the inner casing of the 
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nearest cartridge. This screw fitting would also press the inner casing of the other cartridge on to a ring/nib 

welded or screwed to the other end of the axle to similarly hold this firmly in place.   

 

 

Figure 3.9: Typical ball bearing cartridge and possible application of these to the smaller hoppers 

The bearing cartridges would require to be occasionally replaced, so this needs to be factored into the design. 

Unscrewing the screw fitting at the end of the axle would release the hold on the inner casing of the two 

cartridges and allow the whole hopper to he removed from the axle, after which the cartridges could be prised out 

of the hubs and new cartridges pressed in.  When used on trailers, such cartridges are predicted to have a life of 

8 to 12 years30 but given the far slower rate of rotation of the fountain hoppers a life of at least double this might 

be expected.   

To protect the two bearing cartridges and retain the existing appearance of the hoppers, a removable stainless-

steel cover plate and a stainless-steel ring plate could be screwed into the outer ends of the two hubs.  These 

could also help to hold the revolving parts of the cartridges in place.  

It appears that JPS Restoration proposed dispensing with the hopper sleeves in both the larger and smaller 

hoppers.  However, to retain Richard Huws’ desire for the water to fall in ‘blocks’ by cutting off the water supply as 

each hopper tipped31, the sleeve could be retained and fixed to span between the two revolving hubs.  

3.2 Conclusions 

With the smaller hoppers, there is arguably no real need to go to the additional expense of making the new 

horizontal axles/supply pipes removable by screwing these into the vertical supports rather than again welding 

them in place. Access to the inside of the pipe for any removal of limescale etc can already be simply gained by 

removing the end plug or screw or in the case of the solution (b) suggestion by Richard Huws, by just unscrewing 

the hopper alone.  That said, if the more wear-resistant material of the new axles is not easily welded to the 

exiting bronze verticals then clearly there would be a much stronger case for a screw fixing. 

The mechanical seal suggested in solution (b) is arguably the preferred option of the three proposed 

modifications which are likely to eliminate, rather just minimise, the leakage from the smaller hoppers.  This is not 

only because it is based on Richard Huws’ final fountain design, but more importantly because, being inherently 

simpler, it is likely to be less expensive than fitting either labyrinth seals or new hubs housing sealed ball-bearing 

cartridges. 

4.  The Bearings and Leakages from the Larger Hoppers 

4.0 Existing conditions 

The bronze bearings of the 6 heavy larger hoppers appear to have suffered the most wear and being subject to  

the larger water volume and pressure, these consequently exhibit the most leakage.  In contrast to the 

arrangement in the smaller hoppers, in the larger hoppers the bronze axle/feeder pipe surrounded by a Tufnol 

sleeve is now limited to where it passes through the stainless-steel ring set in each side wall of the hopper and to 

a short distance from each inside wall face (as shown in the photograph at Figure 4.1).32  The remainder of the 

supply pipe in the hoppers comprises an incongruous multi-jointed galvanised steel pipe. 
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Figure 4.1:  Side bearings and central supply pipe in larger hoppers     Figure 4.2: Leaking at bearings 

This steel pipe is thought to be a later modification to Richard Huws’ original continuous bronze axle and Tufnol 

sleeve, made to enable the unblocking of rubbish clogging the outlet holes, which can still occur with a failure of 

the sump guard.  This modification would have been necessary as, unlike the smaller hoppers, the six larger 

hoppers cannot be removed from the supply pipes for maintenance purposes.  This is a clear disadvantage of the 

current design, but the Piazza Fountain is the only one of Richard Huw’s 8 fountain commissions to use large 

hoppers supported by verticals on both sides. Apart from his prototype fountain for the 1951 Festival of Britain, all 

his other kinetic fountain designs comprised a varying number of T-shaped supporting supply pipes, each with 

just two removeable cantilevered hoppers at the top, usually but not always tipping in opposite directions.33  

Richard Huws’ described the water in the cascades from his kinetic fountains as falling in “block”34 and he 

enhanced this effect in the Piazza Fountain by having the sleeve rotate over the outlet holes in the axle to cut off 

the water supply to the hopper as each tipped, thereby expelling a set volume of water. This still occurs in the 

smaller hoppers, but this is no longer the case where the axle design in the larger hoppers has been modified.     

4.1 Restoration options for the larger hoppers` 

As with the smaller hoppers, any additional leakage from the larger hoppers between components where there is 

no differential movement, for example, between the stainless-steel ring welded into the side of the revolving 

hopper and the similarly revolving, slightly projecting, short section of 'Tufnol' sleeve will first need to be sealed 

(see Figures 4.1 and 4.2). 

a)  Modification of the original design 

The bearings of the larger hoppers, which in the case photographed above (Figure 4.2) has worn so badly that 

the hopper has dropped by some 4 to 5 mm35, will clearly also need to be replaced.  However, this would give the 

opportunity to change all the previously modified horizontal feeder pipes to one that would enable the larger 

hoppers to be occasionally removed for maintenance purposes such as re-greasing. Restoring Richard Huws’ 

original continuous sleeve should also be possible at the same time, assuming that any future blockage of the 

outlet holes in the axle/supply pipe can be permanently prevented with better filters and a better sump guard.  

As suggested by IHC’s restoration report36, removal of the large hoppers could be achieved by manufacturing 

each new axle/supply pipe in two sections such that when fully screwed together they simultaneously unscrew 

from the vertical supporting pipes either side (as illustrated in Figure 4.3). All the half-round fittings holding the 

seals in place would first need to be unscrewed and removed, but the screw holes, so exposed, could then be 

utilised for a tool to initially loosen the axle from the two verticals into which they are tightly screwed. Once 

unscrewed and the hopper moved clear of the verticals supports the whole axle could then be easily withdrawn 

from the new continuous sleeve for re-greasing or other maintenance work.  

To avoid the need of expensive cranage when removing the heavy larger hoppers, a simple rig could be devised 

having caps which fit over the top of the verticals supports either side, from which rope and pulleys are 

suspended. The latter could then be hooked around each end of the internal sleeve, to carry the weight of the 

large hopper while the axle is being unscrewed from the supports and then be used to lower the whole hopper 

assembly to the pool floor ready for the axle to be extracted. 
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Figure 4.3: New axle/supply pipe enabling removal of large hopper from its supports 

To eliminate leakage, the larger hoppers could be provided with ring-seals similar to those referred to in the  

“Solution Suggested by Richard Huws” for the smaller hoppers (See Section 3.1b).  However, although the larger 

hoppers generally have a significantly longer tipping frequency than the smaller ones, if left in permanent contact 

with sides of the hopper, they are likely to need replacing at much more regular intervals.   

b) Solution suggested by Richard Huws 

Although requiring a more complex design, the new axles could also be provided with an outer screw meshing 

with the hopper sleeve. The screw gauge would have to be the same as used elsewhere on the axle to still 

enable the two parts of axle to be screwed fully and firmly together to remove it from the two verticals. 

 
Figure 4.4: Modification of larger hoppers based on RH’s Harlow design 
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This outer screw, however, would give each large hopper a slight lateral shift as it tips thereby moving it away 

from each of the seals positioned either side (as illustrated in Figure 4.4).  This would enable the seals to have a 

much longer life, but to replace the one smaller diameter seal the hopper would first need to be removed from the 

supports and the whole axle then screwed out and extracted from the sleeve from the opposite side.  

c) Solution suggested by Industrial Heritage Consulting 

To eliminate the leakage from the larger hoppers using labyrinth seals, each would require 2 such seals, one 

either side. Thus, if this solution was adopted universally, a total of 26 labyrinth seals would be needed, 1 for each 

of the 14 smaller hoppers and 12 for the 6 larger hoppers which are supported on and filled from both sides.  

As the labyrinth seals and adjacent axles can be injected with marine grade grease under pressure, arguably with 

this solution there is no need to make the larger hoppers removeable.  However, this assumes that any chance of 

rubbish continuing to be drawn into the supply pipes can be stopped and that there would be little build-up of 

limescale. The existing horizontal supply pipe and bearings could, therefore, be replaced with a more 

straightforward tubular wear-resistant axle and sleeve, with the former being simply again welded to the vertical 

pipes either side (as shown in Figure 4.5). The revolving parts of the labyrinth seals would be first pre-welded to 

the two side of the stainless-steel hopper, while the fixed parts of the seals were pre-welded to each end of the 

new axle/supply pipe. 

 

Figure 4.5: Vertical section though new hopper axle welded to existing vertical supports 

To still retain the facility to occasionally remove the larger hoppers, the fixed section of the circular labyrinth seal 

would need to be first unscrewed from the axle to enable the two parts of the axle to be fully screwed together, as 

in the case of the externally mounted mechanical seals described above.   For this reason, the labyrinth seals for 

the larger hoppers would need to have a narrower width overall, such that once unscrewed it could be slipped to 

the side to enable the axle to be unscrewed from the two vertical supports (see Figure 4.6). However, the 

consequent shorter labyrinth is likely to make them less effective in stopping leakages.  

Unlike the greasing point, the screws securing the fixed section of the labyrinth seal to the axle would not be 

positioned vertically, but at, say, 5,15 and 25 minutes etc past the hour, where they could be more easily 

accessed, the screw holes, once exposed, then being similarly used to loosen the axle from the vertical into which 

it is tightly screwed.  
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Figure 4.6: Horizontal section through axle of large hopper fitted with labyrinth seal 

d) Solution suggested by JPS Restoration 

As suggested by the IHC report37, The same design as used for the smaller hoppers for securing the sealed ball-

bearing cartridge to the end of the axle closest to the vertical support could be used for both sides of the larger 

hoppers (Figure 4.7).  Here to change the cartridge, the protecting stainless steel cover disc would first need to be 

unscrewed and slid up against the vertical support to uncover the two half round fittings holding the cartridge to 

the axle.  The latter could then be removed and the screw holes so exposed used to purchase the axle to loosen 

each end from the verticals.  The two ends of the axle could then be screwed together and the axle removed from 

the sleeve, after which the old cartridges could be prised out of the new hubs and new ones pressed in.    

Figure 4.7: Possible restoration of the larger hoppers using sealed ball-bearing cartridges. 

More than with the smaller hoppers, it is clear that JPS Restoration had no intention of restoring the sleeves in the 

larger hoppers38. However, reinstating a sleeve would enable the water supply to be again cut off as each hopper 

tipped, thereby enhancing the ‘block’ effect of the resulting cascade.   

4.2 Conclusions 
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Fitting labyrinth seals or new hubs holding ball-bearing cartridges to the larger hoppers and their axles is again 

likely to be more expensive solution than Richard Huws’ suggestion.  However, because of the more complex 

design needed for the latter screw-based solution, this would probably not be by as high a margin as would be the 

case with the smaller hoppers, especially if a new simpler axle is again welded rather screwed to the vertical 

supports. 

This being the case, one overall solution would be to just use labyrinth seals to the 6 larger hoppers and have a 

new fixed axle/supply welded to the verticals, but use a mechanical seal based on Richard Huws’ ,Harlow 

fountain for all 14 smaller hoppers, with the new axles welded again rather than screwed to the vertical supports. 

5.  The Hopper Tipping Frequencies 

5.0 Existing Conditions 

Richard Huws recorded that he had designed the Piazza Fountain such that most of the 20 hoppers had different 
tipping frequencies, with one of the smaller hoppers having the shortest frequency of 15 seconds and one of the 
larger hoppers the longest of 90 seconds.  No record has been found of the intermediate tipping frequencies of the 
remaining 18 hoppers.  However, Richard Huws’ did comment that as well as the number and size of the outlet 
holes and water pressure setting, the tipping frequencies of the hoppers in his kinetic fountains also depended on 
their distance from the pump and where they were located on the circulatory system.39   
 
Examination of the many videos taken of the fountain since its restoration at the turn of the century, indicate that 
the tipping frequencies of the individual hoppers have varied considerably over the years, but have generally 
appeared to be longer than Richard Huws’ designed frequencies.  These variations are thought to be mainly due 
to the then current water pressure setting, the prevailing amount of leakage and any pipe and outlet blockages.40 
 
The IHC Restoration Report on the fountain questions whether there is any existing method to equalize the share 
of the water depending on the distance the pipe is from the pump and how many buckets are being filled from 
each pipe. The three videos that have been examined in detail show that for the only ten hoppers that are seen to 
tip 3 or more times, the consecutive tipping frequencies are virtually identical.  This suggests that there may be 
such a method or, more probably, that the number of hoppers being filled at the same time has little or no effect 
on their tipping frequencies. 
 

5.1 Options for Restoring the Tipping Frequencies 

As the main aim of the restoration is to restore, as far as is appropriate, both the appearance and performance  
of the Piazza Fountain as designed and as at its opening in May 1967, it is considered very important to restore 
the hopper tipping frequencies to as close to their original frequencies as possible.  The faster the tipping 
frequencies, the greater the chance of again recreating the spectacle of having several of the hoppers tipping 
simultaneously, but to restore the designed appearance these should not generally be so fast as to lose the 
intriguing occasions when conversely no hoppers are tipping at all. 
 
1) The most straightforward way of replicating all of the original tipping frequencies would seem to be to:- 

a. Thoroughly clear all existing distribution pipes of any existing limescale and rubbish;  
b. Eliminate any existing leakages from the hoppers; 
c. Replace all of the worn axles/supply pipes with ones having exactly the same internal diameter and same 

number and diameter of outlet holes; and then to 
d. Set the water pressure such as to give the fastest tipping small hopper a frequency of 15 second and the 

slowest tipping larger hopper a frequency of 90 seconds.  
 
2) IHC’s Restoration Report recommends a seemingly more complex approach, presumably based on their 

considerable experience of renovating traditional fountains.  This involves 
a. Equating the water pressure across the fountain if no existing method exists41, and 
b. Adding a greater number of threaded outlet holes in the axle/supply pipes than existing to allow for the 

adjustment of the filling rate by inserting different numbers of plugs.42  

 
5.2 Conclusions 

Provided that all the elements of the fountain that govern the tipping frequencies - e.g. the relative position of the 
hoppers, the unimpeded bore of the supply pipes, the number and size of outlet holes and the water pressure - are all 
restored to their original condition, there should be no reason why the original tipping frequencies are not again 
faithfully replicated.  
 
 It is thought that to even out the water pressure across the fountain, where this might not have previously been done 
and to generally increase the number of outlet holes in the supply pipes, even if some of these could be subsequently 
plugged, could make it more difficult to replicate the original tipping frequencies, given that only the maximum and 
minimum designed frequencies are known.    
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A. The Actual Fountain - Summary List of Restoration Measures  

A.1 Restore Base and Vertical Supports of the Actual Fountain (See 1.1) 

1) Remove current material encasing original steel base frame/manifold.* 

2) Dismantle all metal components of fountain.* 

3) Thoroughly clean existing steel manifold and bronze vertical supply pipes both inside and out. 

4) Polish and coat verticals bronze pipes to prolong finish.* 

6) Strengthen base of vertical supports, while restoring original low profile and colour of base.* 

7) Restore or provide stopcock at base of each vertical support/supply pipe. 

8) Reassemble restored base frame/manifold and vertical supports in restored receiving pool.* 

A.2 Restore Appearance of All Hoppers/Buckets (2.1) 

1) Remove any dents or distortions to restore original shape of hoppers. 

2) Thoroughly clean and polish all stainless-steel hoppers to restore original shine.*                                         

A.3 Minimise or, preferably, eliminate the leakage from the 14 smaller hoppers (3.1) 

1) Seal any additional leakage from the smaller hoppers where there is no differential movement. 

2) Replace all worn cantilevered bronze axle/supply pipes with new wear-resistant axle,* and either:- 

 a)  Weld to vertical supply pipe as previously, OR 

 b)  Screw to vertical supply pipe.* [Assuming new axles can still be welded to bronze]. 

3) Install a projecting screw in the sleeve or other device to stop hoppers over-rotating, and either:- 

 a)  Restore original design and lubricate bearings with marine grade grease to minimise leaks (3.1a) 

 b)  Install the screw-based solution based on Richard Huws’ Harlow design to stop leaks (3.1b). 

 c)  Fit a labyrinth seal to each of the smaller hoppers and new axles (3.1c).* 

 d)  Fit sealed ball-bearing cartridges to each of the smaller hoppers and new axles (3.1d);* OR 

 e)  Adopt some other alternative solution, approved by MCS and other stakeholders.   

A.4 Eliminate the leakage from the 6 larger hoppers (4.1) 

1) Seal any additional leakage from the larger hoppers where there is no differential movement. 

2) Replace the worn short bronze axles/supply pipes either side with a new wear-resistant axle,* and either:- 

 a)  Redesign bearings so the hopper can be removed and fix ring seals to prevent leakages (4.1a) 

 b)  Install a modified  screw-based solution based on Richard Huws’ Harlow design (3.1b). 

 c)  Fit labyrinth seals with greasing points & use simpler axle welded to the vertical supports (4.1c). 

 d)  Employ labyrinth seals, but still allows the hoppers to be occasionally removed (4.1c).* 

 e)  Fit sealed ball-bearing cartridges to each of the smaller hoppers and new axles (3.1d).* OR  

 f)  Adopt some other alternative solution, approved by MCS and other stakeholders.  

A.5 Restore the hopper tipping frequencies (5.1) 

1) Restore the tipping frequencies to those originally specified by Richard Huws, and either:- 

 a)  Replicate the number & size of the outlet holes and all other factors affecting the frequencies, OR 

 b)  Equate the water pressure across fountain and add greater number of outlet holes.* [see section 5.2]. 

* Measures/actions specifically recommended by Industrial Heritage Consulting and/or JPS Restorations. 

B. THE PUMP ROOM AND LIGHTING 

The pump room is located in the cylindrical base of the larger viewing platform and partly projects into the circular 

receiving pool.  Access is via a door located on the steps leading up to the piazza, which was designed by 

Richard Huws to incorporate a porthole through which the pump could originally be seen.43 The pump room 

houses all the equipment needed to operate the fountain and control the associated lighting.  

6. The Pump Room Equipment 

6.0 Existing conditions 

The current pump room equipment comprises the original pump, sand filter, piping and stopcocks but with the 

later additions of an auxiliary pump, a new sand filter and newish electrical equipment (Figures 6.1 and 6.2).  The 

IHC survey records the main pump to be 3 phase with a 17.5hp 26amp motor and found considerable wear to its 

bearings, resulting in heavy vibrations when at full speed.  All ground fixings were also found to be missing, with 
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the loss of the fixings further transferring vibrations through to the complete pump assembly and the adjacent pipe 

work. Given that spares are limited for this style of pump, IHC advise that it would be financially and economically 

beneficial with respect to maintenance to replace the original pump with a new unit.44 

  

 

Figure 6.1: Original main pump                    Figure 6.2: Old and new sand filters & new pump     

As well as the pump, the filtration system is also antiquated and largely ineffective. Ever since its opening in May 

1967, there has been a problem with the rubbish, that is thrown into the pool and buckets, being drawn into the 

fountain’s circulatory system and blocking the small outlet holes in the horizontal supply pipes of both the small 

and larger hoppers.  As confirmed by Industrial Heritage Consulting’s survey and restoration report45, this remains 

a major problem (see Figures 6.3 and 6.4). At one time, the problem was greatly exacerbated by the 

disintegration of one side end of the old mild steel sump guard (Figure 6.5)46, but this is not thought to be the only 

cause of the existing blockages. 

 

 

Figure 6.3: Blocked holes in larger hopper   Figure 6.4: Smaller axle blocked    Figure 6.5: Broken guard            

Connected to the original pump is the original large sand filter, but when JPS Restorations surveyed the 

equipment, they found the filter top sealed with silicon and did not inspect inside47.  Together with a new auxiliary 

pump, a new sand filter has been installed and the previous maintenance firm, Stonecroft Maintenance, used to 

occasionally replace the old sand in the filter using 25kg of silica sand48.   

6.1 Replacing the Main Pump and Piping 

Apart from the tipping hoppers, the workings of the Piazza Fountain are essentially no different to that of a 

traditional fountain, particularly one such as Paisley’s grade A listed Grand Fountain where there are multiple 

outlet points. Consequently, given IHC’s considerable experience in renovating such listed fountains, it would 

seem sensible to follow their renovation proposals with regard to the pump room equipment.  To quote IHC’s 

renovation report “. The pump and pipework installation require complete renewal both in terms of its 

obsolescence and its unsafe condition.” 49 
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They recommend that all pipes and fixings should be replaced using medium density polyethylene (MDPE) or 

stainless-steel (SS) with any new pipe runs being cradled on pipe supports cushioned on rubber at centres to suit 

the pipes outside diameters.50  IHC similarly, advise the replacement of all the original gate values, the vast 

majority of which have seized.51  In addition, a surface water drain in the pump room is blocked and also needs 

unblocking or replacing as advised.52     

Once replaced the original D line pump from Worthington Simpson Ltd of Newark on Trent53 could form part of a 

small display at the Museum of Liverpool, illustrating the fountain and providing directions to its nearby location in 

the Goree Piazza, with the aim of increasing the number of people visiting the latter.   

6.2 Replacing the Filtration System  

As with the main pump, IHC propose the complete removal of all existing filtration and associated pipework and 
its replacement with new equipment and piping. They regard the new sand filter as inadequate54 and recommend 
that both the two existing sand filters be replaced with inline heavy (basket type) and fine particulate (fine mesh) 
filters. New filters would be on parallel and bypass systems allowing controlled isolation for cleaning and 
permitting the fountain to remain running during servicing. These filters would be custom made in stainless-
steel.55  

6.3 Improving the Water Treatment System 

Current health and safety regulations require water treatment to prevent the risk of legionella and other spray 
borne diseases.  Rather than manually dosing the water with chemicals as currently occurs, IHC propose the 
installation in the pump room of the now more usual UV treatment.  In addition, due to the sheltered location of 
the fountain and predicted higher summer temperatures increasing the risk of legionella, they recommend also 
installing a chemical dosing system which automatically provides accurate levels of the required chemicals, as 
approved by LCC’s Environmental Health Department.56  

It might also be advantageous to install a commercial water softener or otherwise treat the water to minimise the 
build-up of limescale deposits in the distribution, supply pipes and hoppers. 

6.4 Other Changes to the Pump Room 

To accommodate all the changes described above, it is clear that the pump room will first need to be stripped 
almost bare of all existing equipment and piping and generally cleaned out and the walls painted.  With a new 
filtration system, the large unsightly holes through the wall of the pump room (Figure 6.6) will become obsolete 
and need to be filled in and made good, as proposed by IHC.57   

 

 

Figure 6.6: Holes through pump room wall              Figure 6.7: Existing electrical installations 

While these holes could possibly be used to improve the ventilation, as IHC advise to prolong the life of the new 
equipment58, installing air extraction closer to the ceiling of the pump room wall is likely to be more effective. The 
IHC report also notes that while there is an amply power supply already in the pump houses (Figure 6.7), a new 
isolator and distribution box will be required to allow for the safe installation of the new pump filters, air extraction 
and lighting.59 

7.  The Lighting of the Fountain  

7.0 Existing conditions 

The Piazza fountain is currently lit mainly from above by two sets of floodlights mounted on poles each fastened 

to the rear wall of the two viewing platform (Figure 7.1).  However, lighting the fountain from below creates a far 
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better effect.  With the re-landscaping of the piazza between 1997 and 2000, new spotlights were installed around 

the inside rim of the pool, but recently these were no longer working60 (Figure 7.2).   

 

 

Fig 7.1: Current lights   Figure 7.2: Spotlights from 1997-2000 re-landscaping & original lighting position 

As shown in Figure 7.3, Richard Huws had originally installed two large floodlights just above the waterline in the 

receiving pool, which after being vandalised in 1967 were re-mounted on a more robust steel frame, the rusting 

remains of which still exist (Figure 7.2). One of the floodlights gave a broad 40 degree wide beam lighting the 

stainless-steel hoppers and the cascades therefrom, while the other provided a narrow, slightly downfacing beam, 

lighting the resulting wave effects in the pool61.  As suggested in Figure 7.4, there may also have been small 

round lights inset into the pool wall below the water line, prior to this wall being tiled between 1997 and 2000.   

 

 

Figure 7.3: Original two floodlights                Figure 7.4: Possible earlier inset underwater pool lights? 

7.1 Restoring the lighting to the fountain 

The early and now broken and rusty supports for Richard Huws’ original floodlights need to be finally removed62 

(Figures 6.6 and 7.2).  It is proposed that the two sets of high-level floodlights also be removed and, if necessary, 

replaced with less conspicuous wall lights designed only to light the two viewing platforms at night.   

To light the hoppers and cascades, it is proposed that new spotlights be installed around the pool rim opposite 

each of the 6 main splash zones.   However, if an underwater safety net is required, as described below, these 

spotlights could be attached instead to the inner frame of this net such as to locate the uplighters more directly 

below the fountain as Richard Huws’ had originally done.   

In recognition of the original lighting scheme, further spotlights could be directed at the pool surface to again 

highlight the restored wave effects.  If underwater lights are found to have been previously installed near the 

bottom of the receiving pool wall these could also be replaced.  

Also, as IHC advises, the wiring to the lighting particularly where running externally should not be exposed, as is 

currently the case (Figure 6.6), but should be run in conduits and be fully concealed.63  If the new spotlights are 

affixed to the underwater safety net, then the wiring could be concealed within the tubular framework of the net.  
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B The Pump Room and Lighting - Summary List of Restoration Measures 

B.1 Replace the main pump and piping (See 6.1) 

1) Replace original main pump with an appropriate new pump.* 

2) Replace all original piping and valves with new fully supported MDPE piping and SS fittings.* 

3) Unblock or, preferably, replace surface water drain in pump room.* 

4) Re-locate original pump in Museum of Liverpool as part of display promoting the Piazza Fountain. 

B.2 Replace the filtration system (6.2) 

1) Replace original sand filters with inline heavy and fine particulate stainless-steel filters.* 

B.3 Improve the water treatment system (6.3) 

1) Install new ultra-violet treatment system*, and 

2) New automatic chemical dosing system in pump room, both to minimise risk of legionella etc.* 

3) Consider installation of a commercial water softener or other treatment to minimise limescale. 

B.4 Other changes to the pump room (6.4) 

1) Remove all obsolete equipment, fill and make good holes, clean out and paint walls and ceiling.* 

2) Improve the ventilation of the pump room by installing a new air extraction unit.*  

3) Add a new isolator and distribution box to the existing electrical equipment.* 

B.5 Restore the lighting of the fountain (7.1) 

1) Remove the early, broken and rusty supports for Richard Huws’ original two floodlights and make good. 

2) Remove existing general high-level lighting attached to the top of each viewing platform. 

3) If necessary, replace with inconspicuous wall lights to light the viewing platforms alone. 

4) Remove existing pool wall lighting and install new spots to light the hoppers and cascades,* and either:- 

 a)  Fix new spotlights beneath the inside rim of the receiving pool, OR 

 b)  Fix new spotlights on the inside curved bar of the safety net, if the latter is required.  

5) Install new spotlights to light the wave effects in the pool as in original lighting scheme, and either:- 

 a)  Fix new spotlights beneath the inside rim of the receiving pool, OR 

 b)  Fix new spotlights on the inside curved bar of the safety net, if the latter is required. 

6) If underwater lighting is found to have been installed, restore this with new underwater light  fittings.* 

7) Provide conduits for all the wiring to the new lighting and fully conceal.*  

* Measures/actions specifically recommended by Industrial Heritage Consulting and/or JPS Restorations. 

C:  THE RECEIVING POOL 

The receiving pool is circular, apart from where the cylindrical pump room partly projects into the pool.  The pool 

has a diameter of 8.8 metres, while the internal height of the perimeter wall is 1040mm. To assist drainage, the 

centre of the pool under the actual fountain is 90mm below the height of the floor at the edge of the pool64. The 

wall is capped with wide coping stones, dating from the 1997-2000 re-landscaping, which are set flush with the 

outside wall surface but project slightly on the inside, presumably to minimise splashing.   

The original sump is fully inset into the floor of the receiving pool and the return suction piped from this and the 

main distribution pipes to the fountain from the pump; room are also all largely built into the pool floor. 

Consequently, these components are also covered in this section, all this restoration work clearly needing to take 

place insitu, unlike that of the actual fountain. 

8. The Distribution Pipes, Sump and Receiving Pool Finishes  

8.0 Existing conditions  

A main cast-iron65 distribution pipe runs between the pump room and the fountain base frame/ manifold located in 

the centre of the pool. This is exposed for a short distance where it joins the manifold, adjacent to the sump  

(Figure 8.1). (The short blue ‘upstand’ in front of the base of the far right vertical in Figure 8.1 is thought not to be 

a second pipe, but the end of the splayed foot of the steel base fame, shown in Figure 1.1).   However, the 

distribution pipe is mainly hidden beneath the pool floor and consequently its condition is unknown.  Figure 8.2 

shows the pump guard removed to expose the sump chamber also inset into the base of the pool floor.  
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Figure 8.1: Current base frame & distribution pipes    Figure 8.2: Pool sump and removed sump guard 

Running over the distribution pipes, the blue mosaic tiled floor and also the lower sides of the receiving pool, 

which date from the 1997-2000 re-landscaping, are in a particularly poor condition with the disintegration of much 

of the tiling where, with only 4 inches of water, the cascades constantly impact on the pool floor and then on the 

bottom of the wall (Figures 8.3).  By comparison, the top coping and the outside wall finish of the pool wall are in 

a better condition but are also not the same as the original finish and colour chosen by Richard Huws.66  

10.1 Restoration of the inset distribution pipes and sump 

Once the steel base/manifold is exposed and removed for restoration from the floor of the pool, it may be possible 

to examine and clear any limescale deposits or other blockages from the inside of the distribution pipe insitu, 

without first breaking up the pool floor.  The same may be true of the return cast-iron67 suction pipe from the 

sump.  Being exposed albeit inset, the sump itself should also be thoroughly cleaned or if necessary replaced. 

Given its unknown condition, however, the IHC restoration report, recommends that the 5.5 outside diameter  

distribution pipe is broken out of the concrete pool flloor and replaced with new MDPE piping.68   IHC also 

propose that the return pipe from the sump is similarly broken out and replaced and a new sump guard installed 

which will be far more effective in preventing debris entering the circulatory system.69 

 

Figure 8.3: Disrepair of tiling over (a) distribution pipe, (b) area of pool floor and (c) lower pool wall 

8.2 Restoration of the floor and inner wall finish of the pool 

As a significant area of the mosaic tiling still appears sound, particularly around the top of the pool wall, and the 

floor should be cushioned in future by a significantly greater pool depth, the cheapest solution would be to restore 

the pool tiling using matching tiles.  However, given the extent of the disrepair, it would probably be more sensible 

to totally remove all the existing tiling and apply a new floor and wall finish.  IHC have further suggested that the 

waterproof membrane to the whole pool should be restored.70  Replacing all the existing tiling would also provide 

the opportunity to restore Richard Huws’ stated preference of having the main walls and floors of the fountain 

complex in a dark colour in order to highlight the white water of the cascades and waves in the pool.71  
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Figure 8.4 indicates that originally shiny black mosaic tiles extended on the inside rim of the receiving  
pool wall to only around halfway between the top coping and water line below, possibly to avoid damage to the 
tiling by the cascades and consequent wave effects. As there are no known early photographs of the empty pool  
after the fountain was completed in 1967, the original finish of the floor and lower part of the inner wall of the  
pool has not been determined.  However, given that the floor of pool was not intended to be seen below the 
original 16 to 17 inch depth or water and the waves and white water generated on the surface, it is thought that it 
was probably just painted with a waterproof black paint.   

  
Figure 8.4: Original inner wall of pool in 1967      Figure 8.5: Original outer wall of pool in 1967 

There would, therefore, appear to be two main options for restoring the internal finish of the receiving pool: 
1) Given that it is intended to restore the 420mm water depth in the pool and recreate the same effects, a 

similar comparatively inexpensive floor and lower wall finish could be used, with any tiling again being 
confined to just the top of the internal wall where the risk of wave damage would then be minimal OR  

2) The inside walls and floor and walls could again be fully retiled, as in the 1997 to 2000 restoration albeit in a 
darker colour (e.g. slate grey ).  However, measures should now be taken to make them more resistant to 
wave action, particularly, on the inside walls just above and below the proposed new higher water level.   

8.3 Treatment of the outer wall finish of the pool 

With the current rendering on the outer wall of the pool still being in reasonable condition, clearly the least 

expensive option would be to keep the existing rendering and just repaint the wall.  However, if the structural 

survey shows that the increased weight of the deeper pool is problematic, one option would be to first reduce the 

load on the supporting structure by reducing the width of the pool wall back to its original narrower width.   

 

 

Figure 8.6: Narrow pool wall width in May 1967           Figure 8.7: Current wider wall width, 2019 

In the re-landscaping between 1997 and 2000, the level of the paving around the pool was raised by a minimum 

of some 23 cm and the height of the pool wall by between probably 25 to 30 mm.  At the same time, the pool wall 

was almost doubled in width, as can be seen by comparing Figures 8.8 and 8.9, photographed from similar 

positions but over 52 years apart.  There is evidence to suggest that the latter increase was achieved by building 

a second outer wall leaf around the original receiving pool72.   
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Given that the pool was originally designed for a water depth of 16 to 17 inches, it should be possible to remove 

this later outer leaf without compromising the structural integrity of the original inner reinforced-concrete pool wall.  

The exposed wall could then be either newly rendered or the original mosaic tiled finish re-instated and the gap 

where the outer leaf had been made good with paving slabs matching those current used on the piazza and steps 

up from Drury Lane.  New narrower coping stones would also be required, but the form of these would depend on 

any additional safety measures needed to restore the original deeper water depth, as discussed below.  

9. The Water Depth in the Receiving Pool 

9.0 Existing conditions 

One of the four architectural reasons why the Government listed the Piazza Fountain is that it “creates a dramatic 

visual and acoustic display by replicating the sounds and movements of a stormy and tempestuous sea; a 

particularly apt symbolism in the international port city of Liverpool”73. The importance that the designer, Richard 

Huws, attached to the wave effects created by the falling cascades is evidenced by his original lighting for the 

fountain which comprised two large floodlights, one providing a broad 40o beam lighting the stainless-steel 

hoppers and cascades, but the other a low, narrow beam lighting the pool surface. This is shown in Richard 

Huws’ only surviving working drawing (WD) of the Piazza Fountain74, of the whole receiving pool. A small 

proportion of this illustrating his two floodlights and his specified water depth of 16”-17,” is reproduced at Figure 

9.1, alongside a 1967 photograph showing the wave effects in the pool. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 9.1: 1967 photograph of original wave effects in the receiving pool & RH’s WD of floodlighting 

Over the last 22 years, however, the original dramatic display has been severely diminished by a drastic reduction 

in the depth of the water in the receiving pool in 2000, which has effectively eliminated any wave effects in the 

pool and has led to the disintegration of the pool floor tiling.   As part of the restoration of the fountain, it is 

proposed to restore the original dramatic display by again increasing the water in the pool from its current 4 

inches (100 mm) to its original designed depth of 16 to 17 inches (406 – 432 mm).75  

9.1 Restoring the water depth in the receiving pool 

Whether the original depth of the receiving pool can be restored to recreate the wave effects depends firstly on 

whether the proposed structural survey of the supporting structure beneath the fountain shows that this is still 

capable of carrying the increased weight of water.  If not, can it be strengthened sufficiently at reasonable cost?  

A draft survey brief has been produced76 and the leaseholder’s permission to undertake the survey has been 

obtained, but the structural survey has yet to be commissioned and be undertaken. 

Assuming that the structural survey does show that restoring the original pool depth is possible, several other 

measures will be needed.  The original overflow to the pool still exists and is positioned in the pump room wall 

some 420 mm above the lowest part of the receiving pool floor.77  Consequently, this overflow will need to be 

restored, together with any associated piping, with any lower outlet being currently used, blocked off.  IHC 

recommend that the existing fixed debris cover of the original overflow be replaced with a removeable grid  easier 

to clean.78   

Depending on the requirements of Liverpool City Council, raising the water depth in the receiving pool may also 

require new health and safety measures.  As shown in Figures 9.2 below, this could involve: 

a) Replacing the current flat coping on the pool wall with a profiled coping to discourage children sitting, 

standing on or climbing over it; or 

b) Installing a free-standing underwater safety net around the edge of the pool designed to prevent children 

falling into the deeper water; or 

c) Instead of (b), install a semi-rigid underwater GRP shelf around the edge of the pool, as suggested by the 

IHC restoration report.79  

d) Both replacing the coping and installing an underwater safety net or a GRP shelf around the edge of pool. 
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Whether either a triangular profiled coping is used or the top of the pool wall is left flat, studs or some other 

deterrent needs to be affixed to the surface to stop the current occasional use of the pool rim for skateboarding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.2: Sectional elevation of suggested safety measures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9.3: Plan of receiving pool with potential safety measures 

Without compromising on the robustness and rigidity of any safety measures it is the intention that any such 

measures should be designed and manufactured such that they are as light as possible, so as not to significantly 

add to the weight on the supporting structure below.  In addition to being light, any safety measure in the actual 

pool would not need to be installed around the whole of the rim as the external pool wall is much higher above the 

pavement and lower steps on the side closest to Drury Lane (Figure 9.3)  

9.2 Conclusions  

By changing the shape of the pool coping alone with no other safety measures would enable the dramatic wave 

effects in the pool to be fully restored.   However, as the original splash zone for the cascades extends to close to 

A A 
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the pool rim (as seen in Figure 8.6)80, any safety measures in the actual pool would undoubtedly diminish the 

wave effects.  Industrial Heritage Consulting, who have proposed installing a semi-rigid glass-reinforced plastic 

(GRP) mesh ‘shelf’ around the edge of the pool some 100mm below the water surface, admits that this would be 

the case.81 

As well as seriously diminishing the wave effects, it is thought that a semi-rigid GRP shelf would also not prevent 

small children, if once in the pool, from paddling or crawling across the shelf to reach the deeper water. For both 

of these reasons, it is thought that a more open, non-rigid safety net would provide a more effective solution, if 

such a health and safety measure is also deemed necessary.  

C. The Receiving Pool - Summary List of Restoration Measures 

C.1 Restore inset distribution pipes and sump (See 8.1) 

1) Once the base frame is removed, examine inset distribution pipes and return suction pipe, and either:- 

 a)  Clear distribution pipes and return pipes of any rubbish or limescale deposits insitu, OR 

 b)  Break out pipes from pool floor and replace with new polyethylene (MDPE) piping.* 

2) Clean out existing sump or replace, if necessary. 

3) Replace existing sump guard with one designed to avoid all rubbish being sucked into return pipe.* 

C.2  Restore the floor and inner wall finish of the pool (8.2) 

        1) Restore disintegrating blue tiling in the receiving pool, and either 

 a) Restore all unsound areas of tiling using matching blue mosaic tiles, OR 

 b) Remove all the existing blue tiling on the floor and walls of the receiving pool.* 

2) If necessary, restore waterproofing to receiving pool.* 

3) Refinish floor and walls of the pool* using darker (e.g. slate grey) mosaic tiles and/or paint, and either:- 

 a)  Restore the original 1960s finish with tiling on top third of wall and underwater paint elsewhere, OR 

 b)  Restore the 1997-2000 finish, by re-tiling all the floor and inside walls of the receiving pool. 

      C.3 Restore the outer wall finish of the receiving pool (8.3) 

1) Restore outer wall finish to receiving pool, and either:- 

 a)  Keep the wider wall width as modified in the 1997 to 2000 re-landscaping, OR 

 b)  Restore the original thinner wall thickness of pool, and make good adjacent plaza and steps. 

2) After undertaking 1(a) or 1(b), refinish the external pool wall in a darker (e.g. slate grey) colour, and either:- 

 a)  Restore original 1960 finish, by retiling outer wall surface, including any new coping stones, OR 

 b)  Repaint the existing or newly rendered outer wall surface using high quality masonry paint.  

3) Fix studs or other deterrent to rim of receiving pool wall to prevent its use for skateboarding.* 

C.4 Restore the water depth in the receiving pool (9.1) 

1) Restore original 420mm high overflow in pump room wall and fit new piping and debris cover.* 

2) Seal off current lower overflow and make good. 

3) Depending on LCC requirements, provide health and safety measures to enable deeper,* and either:- 

 a)  Replace current flat coping on the pool wall with a profiled coping less easy to climb over etc. 

 b)  Install a free-standing, lightweight but robust underwater safety net around the edge of pool.  

 c)  Instead of (b), install a semi-rigid underwater GRP shelf around the edge of the pool.* 

 d)  Install both a new safety coping and an underwater safety net or GRP shelf, OR  

 e)  Adopt some other alternative solution 

* Measures/actions specifically recommended by Industrial Heritage Consulting and/or JPS Restorations. 

D:  THE VIEWING PLATFORMS 

To quote the reason why the Government included Richard Huws’ two viewing platforms in its listing of the Piazza 

Fountain -“the associated viewing platforms are integral to the fountain's design, understanding and appreciation, 

and play a key aesthetic role in the composition as well as fulfilling functional roles in housing the fountain's pump 

and ventilation shaft for an underground car park.”82  

The larger viewing platform sits above the cylindrical pump house and is cantilevered out over the receiving pool 

to give spectators a close-up view of the filling and tipping hoppers.  In contrast, the second viewing platform is 

freestanding, being cantilevered out from a taller but slimmer cylinder, forming a ventilation shaft to the 
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underground carpark below, this providing a more distant high level view of the fountain.  Each platform is 

accessed by a curved staircase which winds part way round the cylindrical base.  

10.0 The Structure and Finishes of the Two Viewing Platforms 

10.0 Existing Condition 

The floor finish of the larger viewing platform is currently in a poor condition, unsightly and potentially dangerous 

underfoot (as shown in Figure 10.1).  Missing and disintegrating asphalt surround a plywood sheet where there 

was originally a pavement light that provided natural light to the circular pump room below.  

It is thought that the missing asphalt floor finish could also have allowed water penetration though the 

cantilevered reinforced concrete floor slabs to cause or exacerbate the carbonisation of the reinforcing and 

consequent spalling of the concrete and render on the underside of the floor slab on both platforms (Figure 

10.2.)83 

 

 

Figure 10.1: Poor condition of platform floor          Figure 10.2: Spalling of platform RC floor slab                 

The two stairs to the platforms and the rendered walls are in better condition but neither still have the original 

finish or colour chosen by Richard Huws.84  Consequently, a decision needs to be made on what extent, if any, 

these elements should be restored to their original form and appearance.  However, the African shield shaped 

bronze plaque which is fixed to the circular base of the smaller freestanding viewing platform is in more obvious 

need of restoration to its original condition 

10.1 Restoring the pavement light and floor finish 

It is proposed that the pavement light be uncovered and, if necessary, replaced with a very similar if not identical 

design.  This proposal is supported by IHC’s restoration report.85   

The cheapest solution to restoring the remaining floor finish, would be to simply remove the old finish and apply 

new asphalt over the floor.   However, the current necessity to replace the floor finish provides the opportunity to 

re-instate the original 1960s finish which was tiled (as shown in Figure 10.3). The tiles used were of a red brindle 

colour and matched the brick tiles used over the whole of the piazza and original shallow steps prior to the 

wholesale re-landscaping of the piazza between 1997 and 2000.  As shown in Figure 10.4 some of the original 

tiling still exists on the steps which lead up from the Strand to the opposite side of the piazza, although the bottom 

landing below these steps is believed to have been subsequently retiled in a slightly different colour.86 

10.2 Repairing the reinforced-concrete floor slab 

Once the floor finish above is made watertight, to repair the underside of the floor slab the standard procedure for 

repairing small areas of spalling reinforced concrete should be adhered to. This is to first remove all loose render 

or concrete, to remove any rust from the exposed reinforcing steel before coating this with an anticorrosive 

polymer or paint, then cleaning and filling the spalled concrete area with new concrete or a filler material with the 

same thermal coefficient as the old concrete, before finally re-rendering to replace the missing and loose render.87 

10.3 Treatment of the platform stairs 

In the 1997-2000 re-landscaping, as well as replacing the floor tiles, both the stair treads and risers of the two 

viewing platforms were re-surfaced using grey durbar/chequer plate steel.88   Unlike the platform floors, the stairs 

are still in reasonable condition and could simply be left untouched. 
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If the platform floors are being re-tiled, however, for visual consistency it would arguably be better to also restore 

the tiling on the stairs.   As with the floors, a non-slip tile would be preferable and, by first removing the current 

steel plate finish, care should be taken to ensure that the new finish does not significantly add to the weight on the 

structure below the two viewing platforms.  

 

Figure 10.3: Larger viewing platform in 1967 and brindle red flooring          Figure 10.4: Original stair tiles 

10.4 Treatment of the platform walls and balustrades 

The balustrades of the stairs and upper viewing platforms are rendered and apart from being a different colour 

are the same as or very similar to the original finish.   However, the walls of the cylindrical bases of the two 

viewing platforms were original finished in black mosaic tiles (as shown in Figure 10.5).  As shown in Figure 

10.6a, a small portion of this original mosaic tiling can still be seen between the two spear shafts below the 

African shield. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 10.5:  Original surface finishes    Figure 10.6: (a) original tiles and (b) defaced African plaque 

Given that the rendering on the platform walls is still in reasonable condition, clearly the cheapest options here 

would be to keep the existing rendering and just repaint it in a more appropriate colour.  However, if the tiling on 

the platform floors and stairs is restored, there is an argument for also restoring the wall tiling, in the same way 

that the Victorian Grand ‘Walrus’ fountain in Paisley of 1867 has been restored to its original form and colours.   

If this was done, then it should also be possible to restore the subtle gap that Richard Huws had left between the 

inner balustrade of the platform stairs and the cylindrical base wall, which is just discernible in Figure 10.3, but 

which has subsequently been filled in.  The care taken to articulate each separate element of a  structure is 

something which typifies good 1960s architecture.  
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As with the rim of the receiving pool, studs or some other deterrent needs to be affixed to the top of the stair 

balustrades to stop their occasional use for skateboarding. 

10.5 Restoring the pump room door and porthole 

The bronze pump room door is the original one designed by Richard Huws, with a porthole through which could 

be seen the pump in action, its capacity and makers name, the pump room manufacturers having agreed to 

donate the door to the pump house in early 196789.  However, over the years the door has got dented and 

damaged (as shown in Figure 10.7) .  As part of the restoration, the bronze door should be made more secure if 

necessary, be repaired and thoroughly cleaned and the porthole window also cleaned to enable visitors to view 

the pump and associated pump room equipment as originally intended.  

 

 

Figure 10.7: Richard Huws designed pump room door showing position, disrepair and denting 

10.6 Cleaning the African plaque and a possible new plaque 

As shown in Figure 10.6b, the bronze plaque in the shape of an African shield, donated by the builders, Cammell 

Laird in early 1967, also needs a thorough clean to improve its appearance and make its inscription summarising 

the history of the Goree Piazza more readable.90 

It is also suggested that to commemorate the fountain’s restoration that a new round bronze plaque (reflecting 

Richard Huws’ known preference for circles rather than square forms91) be also attached to the larger viewing 

platform base. Located between the foot of the stairs and the pool rim, this could summarise the history of the 

Piazza Fountain from its conception at the 1951 Festival of Britain and, appropriately, could now record its 

designer’s name.  

10.7 Conclusions  

A decision is needed on the extent to which the original 1967 finishes and colours of the fountain complex are to 

be restored.  Depending on the majority preferences of local residents, the LCC and other stakeholders and the 

budget available, the options for restoring the original finishes and colours of the Piazza Fountain are as follows. 

These options are generally listed in order of the extent of the restoration proposed, from retaining all the current 

finishes and colours to restoring Richard Huws’ original design exactly.  

a) Leave all current finishes and colours – i.e. restore blue tiles in pool, re-asphalt floors, but leave outer pool wall 
grey and viewing platform walls bright yellow and light blue as at present.  

b) Leave finishes but restore colours to those existing between 2000 and 2018 – i.e. restore blue tiles in pool, re-
asphalt floors, repaint outer pool wall blue and all viewing platform walls white. 

c) Leave finishes but repaint outer pool wall and all viewing platform walls in a darker colour to highlight white 
water as specified by Richard Huws (e.g. slate grey or black). 

d) Restore original 1967 finish only where current finishes need replacing – i.e. retile platform floors with brindle 
red tiles and inner pool wall and floor with slate grey paint and/or slate mosaic tiles.    

e) As (d) + restore original 1967 finish for similar areas contiguous to those needing replacement i.e. also retile 
stairs with brindle red tiles and outer pool wall with slate mosaic tiles.   
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f) As (e) + retile external cylindrical wall of viewing platforms in slate mosaic tiles and paint all remaining walls, 
balustrades and ceilings using satin slate grey masonry paint, OR  

g) As (f) except restore all of Richard Huws’ original finishes and colours exactly by using shiny black mosaic tiles 
and satin finish black masonry paint.  

The current colour scheme (option a), which stems from 2018 and was chosen to match the colour scheme of a 

local restaurant92, is garish (Figure 10.8) and is thought to visually detract from the performance of the actual 

fountain.  The previous colour scheme (option b) was arguably a lot more tasteful, but by painting the whole of the 

viewing platforms white, it flew in the face of Richard Huws’ stated desire to have dark surfaces on the fountain 

complex to contrast with the white water of the cascades93 (see Figure 10.9). 

 

  

Figure 10.8: The current colour scheme        Figure 10.9: Same cascade falling past two colour schemes 

Leaving all the existing rendered finishes and just painting these black or dark grey (option c) would go to the 
opposite extreme of giving the whole fountain complex a very dark, sombre appearance.   This could be relieved 
by restoring  the large areas of missing and disintegrating dark grey asphalt (Figure 10.1) on the viewing platform 
floors with brindle red tiles to match those originally used (option d).   This would be particularly the case, if the 
original brindle red coloured tiles were also to be restored on the adjacent platform staircases (option e) to 
replace the grey durbar/chequer steel which has lined the stair treads and risers since 2000. 

Apart from finishing the viewing platform floors and stairs with brindle red tiling, Richard Huws used shiny black 
mosaic tiles and satin finish black masonry paint (Figure 10.5) for the remainder of the surfaces.  However, using 
slate mosaic tiles with satin slate grey masonry paint would go a long way to producing the same effect while 
appearing less funereal (Figure 10.11).  Indeed, Richard Huws’ preference for dark coloured walls could have 
been influenced by his knowledge of the waterfalls of North Wales where invariably the white water of the falls is 
set against the slate grey of the surrounding rocks, as in the case of Aber Falls – the nearest major waterfall to his 
family home on Anglesey (Figure 10.10).  

 

 

Figure 10.10: Aber Falls, Gwynedd    Figure 10.11: Slate mosaic tiles, pre grouting & slate grey paint 
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Restoring the brindle red tiles on the viewing platform floors and stairs and restoring the tiling using slate mosaic 

tiles, with their brown, blue and green tints (option f), could introduce some colour into the fountain complex but in 

a far more subtle, natural way than achieved by the current colour scheme. This could also be more sympathetic 

to the colours of the current plaza, dating from its major re-landscaping between 1997 and 2000, and the adjacent 

building as then reclad, than the original bold scheme of black walls and red floors – although the later was very 

typical of the 1960s.  

We therefore conclude that either restoring all the finishes and colours exactly as Richard Huws designed them, 

using shiny black mosaic tiles (option g), or alternatively restoring the wall tiling with slightly lighter and more 

colourful slate mosaic tiles (option f), are the options that should be aimed for.   However, we recognise that the 

extent to which the Piazza Fountain can be restored in this way will depend on the restoration budget ultimately 

obtained and that one of the options nearer the beginning of the alphabet may need to be implemented in 

practice. 

D. The Viewing Platforms - Summary List of Restoration Measures 

D.1 Restore pavement light and floor finish (See 10.1) 

1) Uncover central pavement light over pump room and, if necessary, replaced with a similar one.* 

2) Remove disintegrating, non-weather tight and dangerous asphalt floor finish,* and either:- 

 a)  Relay new asphalt floor, OR 

 b)  Finish with brindle-red non-slip floor tiles to match original 1960s tiled floor to viewing platforms. 

D.2 Repair the reinforced concrete floor slabs (10.2) 

1) Repair the areas of spalling on the underside of the cantilevered reinforced concrete floor slabs.* 

2) Repaint whole underside of floor slab using a darkish (e.g. slate grey) masonry paint. 

D.3 Restore original finish of platform stairs (10.3) 

1) Restore the treads and risers of both viewing platform stairs, and either 

 a)  Leave the existing durbar/chequer plate steel finish in place, OR  

 b)  Remove steel plate finish and retile treads and risers using ‘original’ brindle-red non-slip floor tiles. 

D.4  Restore original finish of platform walls and ceilings (10.4) 

1) Refinish external walls of the cylindrical pump room, including external wall of the platform, and either:- 

 a)  Leave the existing render in place and repaint using a darkish (e.g. slate grey) masonry paint, OR 

 b)  Replace existing rendered finish with natural slate mosaic tiles, and 

 c)  Restore original gap/differentiation between the cylindrical bases and inner balustrade of stairs 

2) Repaint both sides of solid balustrades of platforms and stairs, with (e.g. slate grey) masonry paint. 

3) Fix studs or other deterrent to the top of stair balustrades to prevent their use for skateboarding.* 

D.5 Restoring the pump room door and porthole (10.5) 

1) Repair damage to door, particularly around porthole, and eliminate dents. 

2) Improve security of door, if necessary, and thoroughly clean door finish and glass in porthole. 

D.6 

1) 

2) 

Clean African plaque and install new plaque (10.6) 

Thoroughly clean existing bronze ‘African’ plaque summarising the history of the Goree Piazza 

Install new plaque commemorating restoration and history of fountain on base of larger platform. 

D.7 Conclusions 

 a)  Leave all current finishes and colours, but repaint, restore tiles & re-asphalt floors – options D.1)2a etc. 

 b)  Leave finishes and repair, but restore colours to those between 2000 and 2018 – options C.2)1a etc. 

 c)  Leave finishes but repaint outer pool wall and viewing platform in a darker colour – option D.4)1a etc. 

 d)  Restore original 1967 finish only where current finishes need replacing – options C.2)3b & CD.1)2b 

 e)  As (d) + restore original 1967 finish for similar contiguous areas – options C.3)2a & D.3)1b. 

 f)  As (e) + finish walls of viewing platforms in slate mosaic tiles and repaint – options D.4)1b-c & D.4)2.  

 g)  As (f) except replicate the original 1967 finishes and colours exactly using shiny black mosaic tiles etc. 

* Measures/actions specifically recommended by Industrial Heritage Consulting and/or JPS Restorations. 
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E:  APPENDICES 

11. Security 

Since its opening in May 1967, the Piazza Fountain has been the target of vandals and pranksters.9495The 

incidence of vandalism has declined substantially since 2000, with the increasing conversion of the surrounding 

commercial properties to residential apartments, apart/hotels and restaurants.  However, despite the fountain now 

being overlooked on all sides by such buildings, incidents of anti-social behaviour, potentially detrimental to the 

fountain, do still occasionally occur.  

To protect the investment in the fountain’s restoration, dedicated CCTV needs to be installed. To protect the listed 

assets, the CCTV cameras should not be attached to any of the elements comprising the actual fountain complex, 

but be installed out of reach at strategic points on the surrounding buildings and specifically trained on the 

fountain.  Similarly, notices warning that CCTV surveillance is in operation would be better attached to the 

surrounding walls rather than be affixed to the listed fountain.  Monitors could be installed in the office of the 

caretaker of Beetham Plaza as well as with the LCC as part of the wider City Watch scheme.  
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